
Puppies Over the Rainbow 
 
Puppies Over the Rainbow offers a 1-year health guarantee on your new puppy. We put a lot of work into 
raising healthy puppies, and will insure your new puppy’s health for one year from the purchase date.  
(Purchase Date: _______________) 

 
Small breeds run the risk of suffering from hypoglycemia. Though it is very easy to treat, it can be 
deadly if not treated right away. Hypoglycemia is when there is a sudden drop in glucose/blood 
sugar. Puppies are especially susceptible between the age of 5-20 weeks. It can be triggered by 
stress, fatigue, changes in food, sudden changes in feeding schedule, change of environment or low 
body temperature. Taking your puppy home is a very exciting time but can be very stressful and scary 
for your new puppy. It is important to watch them closely for the first few days. 

 
Signs of Hypoglycemia: *Collapsing *Depression *Disorientation *Listlessness *Drowsiness *Muscle 
Weakness *Refuses to eat or drink *Seizures *Shivering *Tremors *Unresponsive *Vomiting *White Gums 
 
Treatment: *Give a small amount of Karo or pancake syrup (not sugar free), or honey. *Coat the puppy’s 
gums and continue to monitor closely *Repeat every 5-10 minutes as necessary *If puppy does not show 
improvement with in 15-20 minutes call your veterinarian 

 
By singing you understand what hypoglycemia is, the symptoms, and what to do if your puppy starts to show symptoms of 
hypoglycemia. You understand that untreated hypoglycemia can result in permanent damage or death of your new puppy. 

 
Signature___________________________________________________ Date_________________ 

 
 

To keep the guarantee in place you will need to complete the following: 
✓ Have your puppy in for a check-up with a vet (exceptions being holidays and weekends).  

Due by: ______________ 
✓ Keep vaccines current and adhere to our “half-dosage” rule 
✓ Read and understand Hypoglycemia risks  

 
Things NOT covered by the 1-Year Guarantee: 

 Ability to reproduce 
 Ability to enter and/or win dog shows 
 Thickness of coats 
 Length of legs 
 Standing ears 
 Accidents 
 Neglect (including, but not limited to, dehydration, falls, hypoglycemia, starvation) 

 
Our guarantee is strictly in place to cover the unfortunate event that the puppy was born with 

a health defect. 
 

If your puppy unfortunately passes within the first year, we will replace your puppy with one of equal monetary value. You 
can receive your replacement puppy when you feel ready and when we have a litter of puppies that meet the criteria. 
Puppies Over the Rainbow will require a signed and dated report by a licensed DMV. If your veterinarian confirms the 

death was due to a health defect the puppy was born with, we will replace the puppy without hesitation. 
 

By signing below, you agree and understand the conditions of the health guarantee covering your new puppy. 
Your guarantee begins on ___/___/____ and ends on ___/___/____ 

 
Signature: ____________________________________________________ Date: ______________________ 


